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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
In this research, the simulation was carried out to determine the behavior of the RC 
beam with openings and to compare simulated results with experimental result. The 
strengthening method of RC beam with opening was wrapped with CFRP laminates. The 
configuration of the CFRP was used in full wraping around the region of the openings, 
while the U-wrap passes through top of the openings were used for the sample at the d 
location from the support. The CFRP was able to disperse the load evenly so that the 
ultimate load was regain to a certain amount. As for the FEM software, ANSYS was 
utilized to investigate the control beam without any opening, RC beam with opening and 
RC beam with opening and CFRP laminate. 
 
3.2  OVERVIEW OF FE ANALYSIS BY ANSYS 
 
ANSYS is an advance finite element analysis and design software package for 
engineer product. ANSYS can differentiate into several types, which are ANSYS 
Multiphysics, CFD, ANSYS Fluent, ANSYS Workbench and ANSYS Civilfem. As for the 
output of the software, it can determine the stress and strain curve, the crack pattern, the 
vector pattern, the load-deflection relationship, and the distribution of the stress and strain 
in term of contour. This allows the behavior of the RC beam with opening is able to be 
determine clearly. CFRP laminates is also used as a part of the geometrical model which 
allow the configuration to change easily.  
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the research 
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3.2.1  Modeling Concrete 
 
Within this software, it consisted of element for concrete modeling, which is known 
as SOLID65 element. This is due to the element of SOLID65 has the capability of cracking 
in tension and crushing in compression. Furthermore, SOLID65 is defined as 8 nodes with 
three degree of freedom at each nodes and it is also define as nonlinear material properties 
which come with plastic deformation and creep. Figure 3.2 shows the material properties of 
concrete  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Concrete element, SOLID65 
 
In ANSYS, the concrete is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. Before creating 
the concrete model, there are two shear transfer coefficient, which is open cracks 
coefficient and closed crack coefficient. These two shear transfer are used to consider the 
amount of shear that will be transferred within the concrete material. During defining 
material model, there are also some information is required in order to create the concrete 
properties that is desired. The following required information will be:  
 
 Elastic Modulus, Ec 
 Poisson’s Ratio, v 
 Opened Shear transfer coefficient  
 Closed Shear transfer coefficient 
